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Abstract 
Ionoluminescence (IL) is the emission of light from a material due to excitation by an ion 
beam. In this work, a helium ion microscope (HIM) has been used in conjunction with a 
luminescence detection system to characterize IL from materials in an analogous way to 
how cathodoluminescence (CL) is characterized in a scanning electron microscope (SEM). A 
survey of the helium ion beam induced IL characteristics, including images and spectra, of a 
variety of materials known to exhibit CL in an SEM is presented. Direct bandgap 
semiconductors that luminesce strongly in the SEM, are found not do so in the HIM, possibly 
due to defect-related non-radiative pathways created by the ion beam. Other materials do, 
however, exhibit IL, including a cerium-doped garnet sample, quantum dots and rare earth 
doped LaPO4 nanocrystals. These emissions are a result of transitions between f electron 
states or transitions across size dependent band gaps. In all these samples, IL is found to 
decay with exposure to the beam, fitting well to double exponential functions. In an 
exploration of the potential of this technique for biological tagging applications, imaging 
with the IL emitted by rare earth doped LaPO4 nanocrystals, simultaneously with secondary 
electron imaging, is demonstrated at a range of magnifications. 
 
Introduction 
Helium ion microscopy (HIM) is a new surface 
imaging technique, similar to scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) but based on a focused beam 
of helium ions rather than electrons (Scipioni et 
al., 2008; Ward et al., 2006). Helium atoms are 
ionised at the tip of an atomically-sharp tungsten 
needle (the source) and accelerated down the 
column of the microscope, towards a sample 
through an aperture and a set of lenses which 
focus the beam producing a sub-nm spot size at 
the sample surface. The beam is scanned across 
the sample, generating secondary electrons that 
are detected by an in-chamber Everhart-Thornley 
(ET) detector, constructing an image of the 
sample surface, pixel by pixel. The larger mass 
and therefore shorter De Broglie wavelength of 
helium ions compared to electrons, together with 
the bright and atomically sharp source, allows the 
beam of helium ions to be focused to a smaller 
spot on the sample compared to a beam of 
electrons in an SEM. As the helium beam enters a 
sample, the ions lose energy primarily through 
inelastic scattering with the sample electrons, 
leading to a high SE yield without significantly 
changing the propagation direction of the 
incident ions (Cohen-Tanugi & Yao, 2008). This 
ensures that the primary beam remains tightly 
focused as it passes through the first few tens of 
nanometers of the sample, leading to a small 
interaction volume and therefore a high 
resolution. A probe size of 0.25 nm has been 
demonstrated by the microscope manufacturers 
(Scipioni, 2008; Vanden Berg-Foels et al., 2012). 
The latest HIM systems, including the one used 
for this work, are specified to an edge resolution, 
measured across the edge of a graphene flake, of 
<0.35 nm.  
In addition to generating secondary electrons, the 
He ion beam can also cause the emission of light 
due to the relaxation of excited sample electrons. 
This process is known as ionoluminescence (IL) 
and is analogous to the phenomenon of 
cathodoluminescence (CL) in SEM, the emission 
of light resulting from the excitation of sample 
electrons by an electron beam. The first 
applications of CL were in mineralogy and 
petrology where the CL emission gives an 
indication of rare earth and transition metal 
content (Smith & Stenstrom, 1965). CL is also 
widely used in the study of semiconductors, due 
to the strong emission of light possible as a result 
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of radiative recombination of electron-hole pairs 
generated by the primary beam (Yacobi & Holt, 
1986). The emission can be intrinsic in nature, i.e. 
as a result of a direct recombination across the 
band gap of the material, or extrinsic, as a result 
of recombination via impurity or defect states. 
This technique has found applications in imaging 
of defects through contrast provided by increased 
non-radiative recombination at the defect 
location or emission of light from dislocations 
(Pennycook, 2008). Determination of minority 
carrier lifetimes and surface recombination 
velocities is also possible with time-resolved CL 
(Hastenrath & Kubalek, 1982). In addition, CL at 
low temperatures can be used to probe bound 
electron-hole pairs or excitons in a 
semiconductor (Wakefield et al., 1984). By 
generating luminescence in a HIM rather than an 
SEM, it is hoped that the higher resolution 
capabilities can be exploited to yield a higher 
level of detail in the study of defects in 
semiconductors.  More recently, CL has been 
employed for biological applications in a similar 
way to confocal microscopy of fluorescently-
tagged samples (Fisher et al., 2008; Fisher et al., 
2010). Luminescent species including dyes and 
quantum dots are used to label antibodies which 
attach to specific proteins on biological cells. 
Collecting SE and CL images simultaneously 
enables the mapping of the location of the 
labelled molecules on the cell. As the move from 
confocal microscopy to SEM led to a resolution 
increase and so an enhancement in the ability to 
specify the location of labelled molecules on a 
cell, it is hoped that applying similar techniques in 
HIM will lead to a further enhancement due to 
the higher resolution of the instrument.  
 
Imaging using ion-induced photon emission in a 
HIM was briefly mentioned in a paper by Scipioni 
et al. where an example of a low magnification 
(field of view (FOV) =1350 µm) IL image of salt 
crystals was presented (Scipioni et al., 2007). This 
work represents a more detailed survey of 
ionoluminescence imaging and spectroscopy 
using a HIM combined with a state-of-the-art 
luminescence detection system. Thin film and 
bulk samples of direct band gap semiconductors, 
a rare earth doped ceramic, quantum dots and 
rare-earth doped nanocrystals are studied, all of 
which are known to give strong CL emission in 
SEM.   
Experimental Method 
A helium ion microscope (HIM, Carl Zeiss Orion 
Plus) equipped with a luminescence detection 
system (Gatan MonoCL4) was used for the IL 
experiments reported here. The MonoCL4 system 
consists of a retractable mirror and light guide 
which can be positioned over the sample to 
collect the light emitted. A hole in the mirror 
allows the focused helium ion beam through onto 
the sample. For all experiments, the beam energy 
was ~30 keV, +/- 1 keV depending on the 
particular arrangement of atoms at the source. 
Light emitted from the sample as a result of 
helium ion bombardment (ionoluminescence) is 
reflected by the parabolic mirror down the light 
guide and into the spectrometer housing. In 
panchromatic mode, the light is allowed to pass 
straight through to a photo-multiplier tube (PMT) 
detector. An image can then be formed from the 
luminescence, pixel by pixel, as the helium ion 
beam is scanned across an area on the sample. To 
maximize its signal-to-noise ratio, the PMT is 
thermoelectrically (Peltier) cooled to -28°C, with 
additional water cooling on the hot side of the 
Peltier element. Spectral filters can be inserted at 
the PMT entrance port to form images from light 
over restricted regions of the spectrum, enabling 
an RGB composite image to be generated. 
Alternatively, the system can be operated in 
parallel spectrum acquisition mode, in which the 
emitted light is directed through slits and onto a 
diffraction grating. The angularly-distributed 
spectrum is then projected onto a 
thermoelectrically cooled CCD array to generate 
an intensity-vs.-wavelength plot, the range of 
which can be varied by rotating the grating. 
 
This work surveys the IL emission characteristics 
of a range of samples known to exhibit CL in an 
SEM, the preparation of which will be described 
in their respective sections. Samples tested 
include direct band gap semiconductor materials 
in the form of light-emitting diode (LED) dies, 
cerium activated yttrium aluminium garnet 
(YAG:Ce), CdSe/ZnS core-shell quantum dots and 
rare-earth doped lanthanum phosphate (LaPO4) 
nanocrystals. 
The decay in IL with helium ion dose was 
characterized by exposing samples to the He ion 
beam and collecting a spectrum in parallel 
spectrum acquisition mode every minute for one 
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hour. Each spectrum collection involves a 30 
second dark spectrum recording (camera shutter 
closed) and then a 30 second collection of the 
light from the sample. These exposure tests were 
performed on each sample that exhibited IL of a 
sufficient intensity to collect a spectrum. CL from 
the direct band gap semiconductor sample was 
also characterized using the same MonoCL4 
system installed on a scanning electron 
microscope (Carl Zeiss EVO LS25 with a LaB6 
source).  
Results and Discussion 
Direct bad gap Semiconductors 
As explained previously, direct band gap 
semiconductors exhibit intense CL as a result of 
radiative recombination of electron-beam 
generated electron-hole pairs across the band 
gap. A striking demonstration of this can be 
obtained by collecting panchromatic CL images 
from LED dies, prepared by dissolving their 
packaging in chloroform before mounting onto an 
SEM stub with silver paint. A sample was 
prepared from a GaN LED (sapphire substrate) in 
this way and imaged in secondary electron (SE) 
and CL mode in the SEM (Figure 1). The blue, p-
type doped GaN active layer is clearly visible and 
contrasts well with the non-luminescent metal 
contacts. The yellow emission at the edge is 
thought to be caused by nitrogen vacancies in the 
thick n-type GaN layer (Monteiro et al., 1997). 
 
 
Figure 1. Secondary electron (SE) and CL images of a GaN 
LED with sapphire substrate in SEM: (a) SE image, (b) 
panchromatic CL image, (c) RGB-SE composite image. 
The GaN LED die was also imaged in the HIM and 
attempts were made to form a simultaneous SE 
and IL images (Figure 2). The GaN layer showed 
no detectable IL, appearing as a black area on the 
IL images (Figure 2, (b) and (d)). The only 
luminescence emanated from the sapphire 
substrate. Figure 2(a) shows a damaged corner of 
the device with the sapphire substrate exposed. 
In order to obtain these images the imaging 
current required was above 150 pA and the PMT 
was biased to the maximum of -1500 V. By 
comparison, the corresponding CL images taken 
in the SEM (Figure 1) are at a comparable beam 
current (~200 pA) but with a PMT tube bias of 
only -597 V. This represents a large amount of CL 
compared to IL signal since the effect of doubling 
the PMT voltage normally increases the detected 
luminescence by several orders of magnitude. 
Therefore, even though some luminescence of 
the sapphire was detected under the ion beam, it 
is many orders of magnitude lower than that 
under the electron beam from the GaN in this 
sample. 
 
Figure 2. Secondary electron (SE) and IL images of GaN LED 
with sapphire substrate in HIM: (a) SE image of corner of 
device shown by white circle in Figure 1(c), (b) 
corresponding IL image, (c) Low magnification SE image 
from same corner, (d) IL image corresponding to (c). The 
white dashed lines mark the top edge of the GaN layer as 
a guide to the eye. 
Luminescence of sapphire, excited via electrons 
(CL) (Miyauchi & Shibata, 1993) or He ions (IL) 
(Jardin et al., 1996), has been studied previously. 
Jardin et al. have reported strong IL emission of a 
sapphire sample when irradiated with a 2 MeV 
He+ beam (Jardin et al., 1996). The IL intensity 
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initially increases with increasing ion dose due to 
creation of defects that act as F+ centres. As the 
ion dose increases above 2×1016 ions/cm2, IL 
intensity begins to decrease due to annihilation 
of luminescence centres by extended defect 
formation. A conversion of F to F+ centres occurs 
with increasing dose, which manifests as the 
growth of the 330 nm peak at the expense of the 
415 nm peak, due to lattice distortions. 
Unfortunately, the IL intensity observed in the 
HIM was not sufficient to obtain a spectrum. The 
luminescence intensity is expected to be much 
lower in the HIM, with a ~30 keV beam, 
compared to the 2 MeV beam used by Jardin et 
al.. Decay in the emission from the sapphire was 
observed however, as is evident Figure 2(d), in 
which the corner of the sample, which was 
exposed to a higher ion dose for the image in 
Figure 2(b), is noticeably dimmer than the sides. 
This is probably due to annihilation of 
luminescence centres by extended defect 
formation. 
Several other direct semiconductor materials 
were investigated but no IL was detected. This 
was unexpected because the secondary electron 
yield in HIM is high. The formation of images 
from the SE emission from these materials in the 
HIM proves that there is sufficient energy to 
cause electron-hole pair generation which should 
lead to luminescence by radiative recombination 
across the direct band gap. The absence of any IL 
above the detection limits of the system indicates 
that non-radiative decay processes may be 
dominant, possibly caused by extended 
dislocations in the crystal lattice formed by the 
bombardment of the sample by energetic He 
ions. It is well known that ion-implantation can 
quench luminescence in semiconductors through 
the formation of non-radiative recombination 
centres. For example, Kucheyev et al. report that 
low dose implantation of GaN with light ions in 
the keV range dramatically quenches visible CL 
emission (Kucheyev et al., 2001). This is 
demonstrated with implantation of 150 keV 12C- 
ions to a dose of 1014 cm-2, a dose that can be 
achieved in the HIM with a beam current of 100 
pA and a FOV of 100 µm in 20 seconds. Although 
SRIM  (Biersack & Haggmark, 1980; Zeigler et al., 
1985) calculations show that 150 keV carbon ions 
produce approximately 8 times as many 
vacancies per ion as 30 keV He ions, it is 
important to note that with luminescence in the 
HIM, the same ions that generate e-h pairs are 
also generating defects. Therefore, unlike CL 
experiments on ion-implanted samples where the 
electron beam is used to probe the material after 
the damage has been done, defects in HIM 
studies will be closer to the generated e-h pairs 
and, resulting in enhanced non-radiative, defect-
mediated recombination and so more effective 
quenching of luminescence. 
The volume of material from which luminescence 
is generated could also be an important factor as 
to why IL in bulk semiconductors is negligibly 
small compared to CL. Electron and helium ion 
trajectory plots were generated using the Monte 
Carlo simulation packages CASINO (Drouin et al., 
2007) and SRIM (Zeigler et al., 1985; Biersack & 
Haggmark, 1980), respectively, to examine the 
different interaction volumes associated with CL 
and IL generation (Figure 3). A visual comparison 
of the two plots in Figure 3 reveals that the 
interaction volume of a 20 keV electron beam in 
GaN is roughly 200-250 times that of the 30 keV 
helium ion beam. This simple comparison only 
considers the distribution of injected charged 
particles in the sample, it does not take into 
account the differences in the generation of 
luminescence by the two beams or effects of re-
absorption of generated photons. Nevertheless, it 
demonstrates that the electron beam interacts 
with a volume several orders of magnitude larger 
than that of the helium ion beam, a factor which 
could contribute to the larger CL signal compared 
to IL signal detected from bulk samples. 
Furthermore, it is well known that CL emission 
from near the surface of bulk samples can be 
reduced by the increased concentration of non-
radiative recombination centres and the presence 
of residual surface electric fields caused by Fermi 
level pinning, creating an optically inactive so 
called “dead layer” (Abrams & Holloway, 2004). 
Indeed, this has been shown to lead to a decrease 
in CL intensity with beam energy: A larger 
proportion of the interaction volume for a low 
energy electron beam is within the surface dead 
layer and therefore the CL intensity is lower 
compared to a high energy electron beam 
(Seager et al., 1997). The Monte Carlo simulation 
results show that the interaction volume for the 
He ion beam is closer to the surface and so a 
larger proportion will be within the dead layer, 
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where luminescence is effectively quenched, 
compared to the electron beam which interacts 
with material deeper in the sample 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Monte Carlo simulation results showing charged particle trajectories through GaN: (a) 20 keV electrons simulated 
using CASINO (red tracks are backscattered electrons, blue tracks are electrons remaining in the sample); (b) 30 keV helium 
ions simulated using SRIM. 
 
 
Rare-earth doped garnet 
Yttrium aluminium garnet activated with cerium 
(YAG:Ce) is a phosphor that finds applications in 
white LEDs because of its ability to efficiently 
convert blue LED emission to broadband yellow 
light (Pan et al., 2004). It is also known to exhibit 
intense CL as a result of 5d-4f transitions in the 
Ce3+ ions (Yuan et al., 1989; Jang et al., 2007).  
A polished disk of YAG:Ce approximately 8 mm in 
diameter and 0.5 mm thick was mounted onto an 
Al SEM stub using silver paint. Panchromatic 
images and spectra were collected and an 
exposure test to assess the luminescence decay 
over time was performed at a low magnification. 
Low magnification images of the top surface of 
the YAG:Ce sample, taken at the edge of the disk, 
are shown in Figure 4 (a-c). The garnet is 
insulating and so charging effects lead to a low SE 
signal in Figure 4a in which the stub surface at the 
top of the image appears bright and the YAG:Ce 
in the lower part of the image appears dark. The 
HIM is supplied with an electron flood gun that 
can be used to neutralize charge build-up but this 
process is incompatible with collection of IL 
because the filament glow from the flood-gun 
would mask any IL from the sample. The IL 
emission spectrum for this sample (Figure 4 (d)) 
shows broadband emission centred on a 
wavelength of 555 nm. This agrees well with CL 
spectra of similar samples from the literature 
(Yuan et al., 1989; Jang et al., 2007). The IL signal 
from the YAG:Ce sample is sufficiently large that 
at low magnifications, a bright spot is observed in 
the IL image (Figure 4(b)) corresponding to the 
area on the sample from which the mirror most 
efficiently collects the light. For efficient 
operation, the mirror has to be adjusted so that 
this spot is in the centre of the FOV and so the 
YAG:Ce sample is useful for alignment of the 
mirror before attempting to collect IL data from 
other samples. 
An exposure test was performed on this sample, 
with a FOV of 450 µm, a beam current of 
approximately 0.6 pA and so a dose rate of 
1.85×109 ions/cm2/s. The data were smoothed 
using a moving average smoothing function 
(Figure 5 (a)); the peak in emission at 553 nm has 
been extracted and plotted in Figure 5(b). After 
an initial drop in luminescence up to a dose of 
1013 ions/cm2, the IL intensity appears to level out 
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and even rise slightly before decreasing again as 
the dose reaches ~1.7×1013 ions/cm2. A 
continuous decrease is expected with increasing 
dose as luminescent centres are quenched and so 
this anomalous rise could be due to instabilities 
caused by sample charging. The decay in 
luminescence with exposure is also observed in 
the images: The dark patches at the edge of the 
sample in the right hand side of the IL images in 
Figure 4(b) and (c) (marked by the red circles in 
Figure 4(b)) are areas previously exposed to 
higher doses of helium ions (i.e. imaged at higher 
magnifications) before the present images were 
obtained.  
 
Figure 4. HIM Images and IL spectrum from edge of 
YAG:Ce sample: (a) SE image; (b) IL image; (c) combined 
RGB IL and SE image; (c) IL spectrum. Previously exposed 
areas are marked by red circles in (b). 
Samples for fluorescent bio-tagging applications 
A key potential application for IL in the helium ion 
microscope is the acquisition of simultaneous SE 
and IL images to map the location of the 
fluorescently-labelled molecules on a biological 
cell (Fisher et al., 2010; Fisher et al., 2008). 
Cathodoluminescence in an SEM has been used in 
this way, in which antibodies conjugated to 
particles or molecules which fluoresce under the 
electron beam (fluorophores) are allowed to bind 
to specific sites on a cell. Electron beam induced 
emission from the fluorophores is then used to 
identify the location of these sites with respect to 
the rest of the cell. Recently, inorganic 
fluorophores based on semiconductor quantum 
dots and rare earth doped nanoparticles have 
been developed that are more stable and exhibit 
a higher quantum yield under an electron beam 
than traditional organic dye fluorophores (Fisher 
et al., 2010). To assess their suitability as 
fluorophores for IL imaging, images and spectra 
were acquired from examples of these materials. 
 
Figure 5. Graphs showing IL decay with exposure to the 
beam for the YAG:Ce sample. (b) shows a cross section 
through (a) at the 553 nm peak. 
 CdSe/ZnS Quantum Dots 
A drop of CdSe/ZnS core shell quantum dots in 
solution (LumidotTM610, Sigma Aldrich), with an 
emission peak wavelength of 610 nm, was 
deposited onto an aluminium SEM stub and left 
to dry overnight. Simultaneous SE and 
panchromatic IL images were obtained in the HIM 
at low magnifications (Figure 6(a) and (b)), clearly 
showing luminescence from the agglomerated 
material. The RGB composite image (Figure 6(c)) 
shows this emission is predominantly red and the 
spectrum confirms the expected characteristic 
red emission with a peak at 623 nm. This is 
shifted compared to the reported emission of the 
quantum dots in solution (610 nm), probably due 
to surface interactions and agglomeration of the 
particles. 
Attempts to image the quantum dot 
agglomerates at higher magnifications were 
unsuccessful due to the rapid quenching of 
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luminescence with ion beam exposure. An 
exposure test was performed and the 
luminescence is seen to decay to below 1 count 
per second despite the low dose rate (~7.3×1010 
ions/cm2/s), as shown in Figure 7. The decay 
results fit well to a two phase exponential 
function, of the form  =  + 	, 
suggesting that two different mechanisms are 
contributing to the luminescent decay, although 
the nature of these mechanisms is currently 
unclear. 
 
Figure 6. HIM Images and IL spectrum from the CdSe/ZnS 
QD sample: (a) SE image; (b) IL image; (c) combined RGB IL 
and SE image; (d) IL spectrum. The PMT bias was -1158 V 
and the beam current was 42.1 pA. 
The detection of IL with the QD sample when no 
IL could be detected from the bulk semiconductor 
samples could be due to the small size of the 
individual QD particle. For IL in a QD to be 
quenched, the incident beam would need to 
displace atoms within the QD, forming defects 
which would act as non-radiative recombination 
centres. Studies have shown that the ion beam 
generated in the HIM interacts primarily with the 
sample electrons at first, with collision cascades 
through nuclear interactions occurring deeper in 
the material (Cohen-Tanugi & Yao, 2008). 
Therefore it is likely that defects within QDs 
would be generated at a lower rate than defects 
within bulk semiconductors, rendering the QD 
sample more resistant to quenching as observed 
here.  
 
 
 
Figure 7. Graphs showing IL decay with exposure to the 
beam for the CdSe/ZnS QD sample. (b) shows a cross 
section through (a) at the 621 nm peak, fitted to a double 
exponential function. 
 
To shed further light on this, Monte Carlo 
simulations were performed using SRIM. The 
diameter of the dots quoted by the 
manufacturers is 5.2 nm and so they were 
modelled in SRIM as a 5.2 nm thick layer of CdSe 
on an Al substrate. The interaction of 50,000 30 
keV ions was simulated and the resulting 
histograms of the total vacancy generation and 
He ion distribution are shown in Figure 8. The 
simulations show that the only 0.8% of the total 
vacancies are generated in the CdSe layer and 
only 0.04% of the He ions come to rest in the 
CdSe layer. The vast majority of the damage 
occurs in the aluminium substrate, peaking at a 
depth of around 200 nm. This represents only the 
ideal case of a monolayer of QDs on a substrate 
and does not account for the aggregation of QDs. 
Nevertheless it serves as an illustration of the 
relatively small proportion of He ion generated 
defects in quantum dots compared to those that 
would be generated in bulk semiconductors and 
so offers an explanation for the lower quenching 
rate observed. 
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Figure 8. Histograms of total vacancy density (from He ion 
knock-ons and from collision cascades) and He ion density 
following the SRIM simulation of 50,000 ions interacting 
with a 5.2 nm thick layer of CdSe on an Al substrate. The 
units were calculated for an ion dose of 10
13
 ions/cm
2
. 
Rare earth doped lanthanum phosphate 
nanoparticles 
Rare Earth doped lanthanum phosphate (LaPO4) 
nanocrystals (K. Riwotzki et al., 2000) are a class 
of luminescent nanoparticle with similar 
dimensions to QDs but with a different 
mechanism responsible for their luminescence. 
QD luminescence originates from transitions 
across size dependent band gaps whereas the 
luminescence in doped LaPO4 nanocrystals is a 
result of transitions between f electron states. 
These are bulk properties and so are independent 
of the size of the nanocrystals. They are known to 
exhibit quantum yields up to 61% (Riwotzki et al., 
2001), are highly stable and have a low toxicity, 
making them promising candidates for bio-
tagging applications (Schuetz & Caruso, 2002). 
Two samples of rare earth doped LaPO4 
nanocrystals dispersed in an aqueous solution 
(REN-XR/REN-XG, Nanogate, Inc.) were 
investigated: 
• Eu doped LaPO4 (REN-XR, red emitters). 
• Ce/Tb doped LaPO4 (REN-XG, green 
emitters). 
Drops of the two solutions were deposited on 
aluminium stubs and allowed to dry. The samples 
were imaged in SE and IL modes at low 
magnification and RGB composite images were 
generated (Figure 9 and Figure 10, (a-c)). These 
images clearly show luminescence from clumps of 
agglomerated particles, with the RGB composite 
images revealing red emission from Eu doped 
particles and green emission from Ce/Tb doped 
particles. Spectra of the emission from the doped 
LaPO4 samples reveal emission peaks 
corresponding to f-electron transitions in the 
rare-earth dopants (Figure 9 and Figure 10, (d)). 
The Eu doped LaPO4 nanocrystals emit light 
because f electrons in the Eu3+ dopants gain 
energy and are excited into the D states. Here 
they undergo non-radiative energy loss to the 5D0 
state and then emit a photon and drop down to 
an F state, producing the spectral peaks shown in 
Figure 9(d), the positions of which correspond to 
photoluminescence (PL) results from Riwotzki et 
al. (Riwotzki et al., 2000). The same applies to 
emission from Ce/Tb doped LaPO4 particles, 
where the peaks correspond to the f electron 
transitions in Tb3+ from the state labelled 5D4 in 
the PL spectrum from Riwotzki et al. (Riwotzki et 
al., 2001). 
As with the other samples studied, the 
luminescence from the rare-earth doped 
nanoparticle samples is observed to decay during 
exposure to the helium beam. Results from 
exposure tests on the two samples are presented 
in Figure 11. The decay curves in Figure 11 fit well 
to double exponential functions, suggesting two 
components to the quenching of luminescence. 
As with CL (Maqbool et al., 2012), it is thought 
that there are two mechanisms of excitation for 
IL in rare-earth doped material: Direct and 
indirect. For direct excitation, energy is 
transferred from an incident helium ion to an f 
electron in a rare-earth impurity, exciting the 
electron into a D state where it undergoes non-
radiative energy loss to the lowest D state and 
then radiatively decay back to an F state. Indirect 
excitation occurs via the generation of mobile 
electron-hole pairs (EHPs) in the host crystal, 
which diffuse and can recombine radiatively at 
the rare-earth centres. One explanation of the 
observed decay in IL with time is that the indirect 
excitation of RE by EHPs will be quenched by 
defect formation due to collisions of the He ions 
with the crystal atoms. These defects will be 
centres for non-radiative recombination and so as 
there number increases over time, the number of 
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EHPs recombining radiatively at RE centres will 
reduce, leading to a reducing in IL intensity.  
 
Figure 9. HIM Images and IL spectrum from edge of REN-
XR (LaPO4:Eu nanocrystals) sample: (a) SE image; (b) IL 
image; (c) combined RGB IL and SE image. The PMT bias 
was -1047 V and the beam current was 38.9 pA. (d) IL 
spectrum with inset illustrating f electron transitions in 
the Eu
3+
 dopant ions. 
 
 
 
Figure 10. HIM Images and IL spectrum from edge of REN-
XG (LaPO4:Ce/Tb nanocrystals) sample: (a) SE image; (b) IL 
image; (c) combined RGB IL and SE image. The PMT bias 
was -1024 V and the beam current was 33.4 pA. (d) IL 
spectrum with inset illustrating f electron transitions in 
the Tb
3+
 dopant ions. 
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Figure 11. Graphs showing IL decay with exposure to the beam for the LaPO4 nanocrystal samples doped with (a), (b) Eu and 
(c),( d) Ce/Tb. (a & c) Surface plots showing the change in emission spectra as the sample is exposed to the helium beam. (b & 
d) Cross sections through surface plots in (a) and (c) at the (b) 542 nm peak, and (d) 626 nm peak. Double exponential 
functions are fitted to each peak decay curve, with the parameters of the fits also shown. Beam currents and fields of view: (a 
& b) 38.6 pA and 300 µm, giving a dose rate of 2.86×10
11
 ions/cm
2
/s. (c & d) 33.5 pA and 400 µm, giving a dose rate of 
1.31×10
11
 ions/cm
2
/s. 
In CL studies on phosphors, it has been shown 
that charge build up at the sample surface during 
exposure to the electron beam can cause a 
decrease in luminescent intensity (Seager et al., 
1997). This Coulomb aging effect is explained as 
being due to a decrease in the arrival energy of 
incident electrons as they decelerate in the field 
caused by the negative surface charge. Likewise, 
during helium ion bombardment, surfaces can 
acquire a positive charge due to positive ions 
entering and secondary electrons exiting the 
material. However, as the mass of a helium ion is 
over 7000 times that of an electron, the relative 
effect of surface charging on arrival energy will be 
much smaller. Other possible mechanisms 
identified for the observed Coulomb aging in 
phosphors include increases in the density of 
non-radiative pathways at the surface and 
changes in local electric fields affecting the 
motion of electrons and holes (Seager et al., 
1997). For IL, these could be important quenching 
mechanisms as the lattice damage to the surface, 
as well as in the rest of the interaction volume, is 
higher under ion compared to electron 
bombardment.  
Note that direct comparisons of the intensity of 
the emission from the two types of LaPO4 
particles and the quantum dot samples cannot be 
made because the amount of material within a 
field of view varies between samples and 
exposures.        
Higher magnification SE and IL imaging on 
agglomerations of the rare-earth doped 
nanocrystals was attempted (Figure 12). A 20 µm 
aperture was used to reduce the beam current to 
~1 pA (to limit IL quenching) and to reduce the 
probe size and so increase the resolution of the 
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images. The images in Figure 12 demonstrate that 
IL imaging on the sub-cellular scale is possible 
with this technique, a promising result for bio-
tagging applications. However, these images 
were obtained from thick agglomerations of 
particles whereas if these nanocrystals were used 
to label cells, the density of luminescent centres 
would be much lower, leading to a substantially 
lower IL signal. In addition, the SE images suffer 
from a low signal-to-noise ratio because the large 
collecting mirror absorbs many of the SEs emitted 
from the sample, reducing the number that 
reaches the ET detector. Therefore, better results 
may be possible by first collecting the IL image of 
an area and then removing the mirror and 
collecting the SE image, rather than attempting to 
collect the two images simultaneously. 
 
Figure 12. High magnification imaging of LaPO4:Ce/Tb 
nanocrystal agglomerates (a & c) HIM SE images; (b & d) 
simultaneously acquired IL images. The PMT bias was -
1012 V and the beam current was 0.9 pA. 
Conclusion 
A helium ion microscope combined with a 
luminescence detection system has been used to 
study ionoluminescence in a number of materials 
systems. Direct band gap semiconductors that 
show strong cathodoluminescence in an SEM 
were found not to exhibit detectable 
ionoluminescence in a HIM. This is possibly due 
to a combination of the small interaction volume, 
a large proportion of which could sit in the 
optically inactive dead layer near the surface, and 
the impinging ion beam creating defects in the 
material which provide non-radiative 
recombination centres near to the excited 
electrons, causing effective quenching of any 
luminescence. Quantum dots show weak 
ionoluminescence corresponding to the expected 
band gap transition, which decays with exposure 
to the beam. Quantum dots may be more 
resistant to quenching than bulk semiconductors 
as their small size reduces the likelihood of 
luminescence-quenching beam-induced defects 
forming within the dots. Rare-earth doped 
samples are also found to exhibit IL, both in bulk 
form, as demonstrated with a cerium doped YAG 
sample, and in nanoparticle form in Eu and Ce/Tb 
doped LaPO4 specimens. 
Emission spectra from these samples reveal 
emission peaks corresponding to f electron 
transitions within the rare-earth dopants. Decay 
of luminescence with beam exposure is again 
observed, fitting well to double exponential 
functions which indicates the operation of two 
decay mechanisms, the details of which are not 
currently understood. The rare earth doped 
LaPO4 material shows promise for bio-tagging 
applications, with IL images acquired at the sub-
cellular scale. However, the IL intensity may not 
be sufficient when these particles are used to 
label cells as the particle density is likely to be 
much lower than in the agglomerates studied 
here. Future work should focus on further 
exposure tests at different dose rates to elucidate 
the nature of the luminescent decay mechanisms 
at work with these samples and a comparison 
with CL emission from the same samples. 
Methods of dispersing the particles onto a 
substrate are required for characterization of 
emission from individual particles, to assess the 
viability of the technique for bio-tagging 
applications.    
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